Additional
If patient is a minor & parents are divorced: patient
can possibly make claim
under both parents’ auto
PIP policies.

Secondary
Bill patient’s PIP carrier
or PIP carrier for someone in patient’s household.

Primary
Bill PIP for that auto.

Primary
Bill patient’s PIP carrier
or PIP carrier covering
the auto patient was in.

Secondary
If patient a minor & parents are divorced: patient
can possibly make claim
under both parents’ auto
PIP policies.

Primary
Bill patient’s own PIP. If
patient doesn’t own a car,
or has no PIP, then bill a
PIP policy in patients
household.

Scenario: Patient a
passenger in an
uninsured vehicle
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Secondary
If patient is a minor & parents are divorced: patient
can possibly make claim
under both parents’ auto
PIP policies.

Scenario: If patient was
injured in his/her own
auto or in an auto
owned by someone in
patient’s household

Scenario: Patient injured
an auto NOT owned by
him/her or another
member of the same
household
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Additional
If patient is a minor & parents
are divorced: patient can possibly make claim under both parents’ auto PIP policies.

Secondary
If patient was passenger on motorcycle and/or patient or patient’s household did not own
motorcycle, bill patient’s personal
car PIP policy

Primary
PIP not automatically required for
motorcycle policies. If PIP exists,
bill the PIP or Med Pay for the
patient’s motorcycle policy.

Motorcycle Accidents

*Wash. law requires mandatory PIP coverage unless the policyholder rejects PIP in writing. If the carrier says no coverage, always ask for copy of the insured’s written PIP rejection. If no written rejection is produced, the carrier
must offer PIP coverage — no exceptions.

*Some policies allow you to stack the PIP coverage ($10,000 + $10,000) while others will only extend secondary coverage in an amount greater than the primary amount. Example: If the primary coverage is $10,000 and the secondary is $25,000, the most the secondary policy will allow is $15,000. You should always request copy of PIP policy to make sure.

Additional
If patient is a minor &
parents are divorced:
patient can possibly
make claim under both
parents’
auto/PIP policy.

Secondary
Bill patient’s auto
PIP carrier or the PIP
insurance of someone in patient’s
household.

Bill the Auto PIP
carrier i.e. the car
that hit the patient.

Pedestrian or
Bicycle
Accidents
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Finally, the insurance company’s explanation for the denial of PIP benefits must be clear
enough so that the claimant does not need to resort to additional research to understand the reason for the action. A simple statement, for example, that the services are
"not reasonable or necessary" is not sufficient.
sufficient

same health field or specialty as the principal prescribing or diagnosing provider, unless otherwise
agreed to by the insured and the insurer. This does not prohibit the insurer from providing additional reviews of other categories of professionals.

Fifth, if the claimant is being treated by more than one health care professional, the review shall be completed by a professional licensed, certified, or registered to practice in the

licensed, certified, or registered to practice in the same health field or specialty as the health
care professional that treated the insured.

Fourth, the medical or healthcare professional relied on by the carrier must be currently

pany's claim representatives, adjusters, or managers or any health care professional in the direct employ of the insurer. Thus, an adjustor cannot deny a PIP claim on his or her own, and without the support of a medical opinion.

Third, the PIP carrier’s decision to deny, limit, or terminate the claimant’s PIP benefits must be based on the review and opinion of a
medical or healthcare professional, i.e., a physician. Specifically, a "medical or health care professional" cannot include an insurance com-

Second, the PIP carrier may only deny, limit or terminate PIP benefits if the treatment is considered either (1) not reasonable, (2) not
necessary, (3) not related to the accident, or (4) not incurred within 3 years after the accident. These are the only reasons which will
justify a denial of the claim. Only one of these four reasons need be present to justify a denial.

There are several rules that govern under what circumstances an auto insurance company can deny or limit a PIP medical claim.
First, in every case prior to denying a claim for PIP benefits, the insurance carrier must provide the claimant with a written explanation of coverage under the policy, and include a notice that the carrier may deny, limit or terminate benefits in certain situations.

Denial of PIP Insurance Medical Claim

